Organised by Humboldt Cosmos Multiversity, edited and moderated
by Stefan Güldenberg, Wolfgang Güttel and Andreas Müller

Leadership for orientation in a Complex World
(or: RE:Inventing Leadership by RE:Discovering Humboldt)
A thrilling 2 days workshop-style, highly interactive event in an
Austrian village Reith i. Alpbachtal (Tyrol, near to Innsbruck)
on August 27 – 28, 2018,

What is different in this event from other leadership seminars? - It…
… combines scientific discoveries with proven practices
… integrates non-formal and non-mainstream ideas
… adresses how to cope with complexity
… is highly interactive
and, most important:
… rediscovers the holistic synopsis as herited from Humboldt

Who will challenge you with what?
A team of practitioners, academics and performers, who are
Prof. Dr. Stefan Güldenberg (FL); Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Güttel (AT); Prof. DI
Günter Koch (D) ; Prof. Dr. Andreas Müller (D); Prof. Dr. Richard Pircher (AT);
John Favaro & Patrizia Falcone (IT) ; Anja Puntari & Roberto Degli Eposti (IT).

These will be the contributions by the subject leaders (in alphabetical
order of their names; the sequence of the sessions will be different)

Roberto Degli Eposti: „Interdependency and Leadership in Teams Experience Made by an Executive Business Coach“ (Talk)
John Favaro & Patriza Falcone: The Agile Theater - Effective
Communication in Teams (Working Session)
Stefan Güldenberg: Effective Knowledge Work - Management
Challenges of the 21st Century (Interactive Talk)
Wolfgang Güttel: Becoming successful in turbulent times – Impulses for
Change Management and Ambidexterity (Interactive Talk)
Günter Koch: Learning leadership from the Humboldts (Extemporal
Contribution)
Andreas Müller: Changing organisations through „Humboldtian
Learning“ (Experience Report)
Richard Pircher: "New Work Experience - the changing face of
leadership and organizations in a volatile and dynamic environment"
(Interaction)
Anja Puntari: Leadership and emotions - Interactive work using
contemporary art and visual thinking methods as a strategy to enable colearning and co-reflection on the emotional side of leadership (Working
Session) [with special reference to www.graspnetwork.net]
Franz Reither: Leadership by Charisma – how to turn vision through
inspiration into personal development (Working Session).

Schedule:
Monday, August 27th, 2018
09:30 Opening and mutual introduction
10:00 Stefan Güldenberg
11:00 Andreas Müller
12:00 Richard Pircher
13:00 Lunch Pause
14:30 Günter Koch
15:00 Wolfgang Güttel
16:00 Break
17:00 Franz Reither
Tuesday, August 28th, 2018
09:00 Anja Puntari / Roberto Degli Eposti
12:00 Lunch
13:30 John Favaro / Patrizia Falcone
Venue Location:
Alpengasthof Pinzgerhof (Fam. M. Kammerlander), Brunnerberg 12,
AT 6235 Reith @ Alpbachtal ~ 45 km from Innsbruck. Please see the clip
http://webtv.feratel.com/webtv/?bgcolor=6699CC&cam=25505&lg=de

For accomodation we recommend
to google-search in the area of the towns / villages Reith, Kramsach,
Rattenberg, Brixlegg. Further transfers recommended by car or taxi.

Context:
Our Leadership Seminar is located in a period, when in Alpbach, next to
our seminar location, the international European Forum Alpbach takes
place - https://www.alpbach.org/en/

Our Leadership Seminar is scheduled between two Alpbach Forum
events „Technology Symposium“ and „Economic Symposium“, i.e. can
be easily combined with participation in one of these.
Terms and Application:
The fee per person is 400,- € + VAT (in Austria 20%). This seminar fee
includes coffee buffet service, drinks and pause snacks. Main menues
are to be carried by each paricipant individually due to consumation .
Seminar material will be provided by the lecturers / moderators, either in
paper copy handed out on spot or to be downloaded in electronic
version.
Short CVs of those presenting / speaking / moderating

….
<Template ! Same expected as input from all active participants>

Günter Koch has successfully completed four
different careers: Entrepreneur in software
business, manager of an international
management institute, CEO of Austria’s largest
research organisation and international consultant
in knowledge economics. He reflects how the
Humboldtian humanistic philosophy will serve for
reference for today’s management.
….

